
Installing Agridrain Water Control Structures in Wetland Dikes 

 

Dig out base. Leave about 6 inches to 1ft of fall from inlet to outlet if possible. Structure base is dug a 
couple inches below pipe grade. Make sure base if firm and packed. 

Usually install so structure sits just off of the downstream side of the dike top. Downstream side is easier 
to work with when wetland is full of water if you have to deal with the structure.  

Lay down base of dry quickcrete & level. Alternative couple use precast cement pad. Basically need a 
firm base as cement poured later will likely not get under structure. Dry quick Crete will solidify on it’s 
own.  



 

Lift structure from the hook loops built into the top frame bracket 

Keep all stoplog boards in the structure during install for side support. 

Take lid off during lifting to avoid pinching and breaking it. Reinstall after it is set.  

NOTICE there is a flow direction marked on the structure. Install in the right direction. 

Place structure, level & plumb 



 

Some types of pipe have the first couple ribs narrow for fitting into a bell gasket. If so cut off those 
narrow ribs for a tighter fit into the fernco rubber coupler.  

Coat the first couple ribs with mastic tar (Roofing cement trowel grade) 



 

Install pipe firmly into ferco coupler and tighten straps. FYI the metal band straps are zipped tied to the 
inside top of the structure from the manufacturer.  



 

Use dirt form around entire structure at least 12 inches around all sides. Install rebar if desired. Pour 
cement all around base of structure at least 12 inches over pipe. Recommended mix:  

4,000lb grade cement with air-entrainment & fiber mesh. Approximately 3 yards.  

Note: put lid on structure to avoid cement or dirt inside.  



 

Finished structure. Be sure to leave boards in structure during installation to maintain rigidity.  

 



 

Install HDPE antiseep collar just downstream of first pipe connection from the structure. First half/base 
is dug in before pipe placement. Fill rib around the seam with mastic 

 



 

Bolt on top half, tighten metal clamp provided. Pour dry bentonite around seam or excess cement if you 
have some from the structure pour.  

 



 

Pipe is bell and gasket seal so shouldn’t leak but used extra cement to pour over pipe joint to reduce 
chance of pipe separation in the future. 



 

Backfill and compact with a vibratory packer or jumping jack in 6 inch lifts. Caution only hand or foot 
pack up to 1ft against the structure.  

 

Mound over the pipe end as much as possible. Preferably at least 3ft of quality compacted fill over the 
pipe. Can be a steep slope down to pipe, doesn’t have to match more gradual dike slope.  

DO NOT use guard on inlet side. They are prone to plugging and then difficult to unplug when the 
wetland is then filled with water.  


